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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention extends to methods, systems, and com 
puter program products for coordinating application state and 
communication medium state. Embodiments of the invention 
provide mechanisms by which a dispatcher can enable appli 
cation code to coordinate changes inapplication state with the 
consumption of messages from a communication medium. 
The coordination can be automatic where the dispatcher per 
forms the coordination, or manual, where the coordination is 
performed more expressly by application code. Embodi 
ments also include mechanisms by which applications target 
ing an execution (e.g., continuation based) runtime may com 
pose alternative state transitions in the application with a peek 
lock protocol. 
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DISPATCH MECHANISM FOR 
COORONATINGAPPLICATION AND 
COMMUNICATION MEDUMISTATE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 12/018,401, entitled “Coordinat 
ing Resources Using AVolatile Network Intermediary”, filed 
Jan. 23, 2008, which claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 60/988.737, entitled “Using A Volatile Net 
work Intermediary To Coordinate Resources', filed Nov. 16, 
2007 and which claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Appli 
cation No. 60/988,736, entitled “Coordinating Application 
State And Communication Medium State', filed Nov. 16, 
2007, all of which are incorporated herein in their entirety. 
This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 12/019,041, entitled “Coordinating Applica 
tion State And Communication Medium State', filed Jan. 24, 
2008, which claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Applica 
tion No. 60/988,736, entitled “Coordinating Application 
State And Communication Medium State', filed Nov. 16, 
2007, both of which are incorporated herein in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

Background and Relevant Art 
0002 Computer systems and related technology affect 
many aspects of society. Indeed, the computer system's abil 
ity to process information has transformed the way we live 
and work. Computer systems now commonly perform a host 
of tasks (e.g., Word processing, Scheduling, accounting, etc.) 
that prior to the advent of the computer system were per 
formed manually. More recently, computer systems have 
been coupled to one another and to other electronic devices to 
form both wired and wireless computer networks over which 
the computer systems and other electronic devices can trans 
fer electronic data. Accordingly, the performance of many 
computing tasks are distributed across a number of different 
computer systems and/or a number of different computing 
environments. 
0003. As computerized systems have increased in popu 

larity, so have the complexity of the software and hardware 
employed within Such systems. In general, the need for seem 
ingly more complex Software continues to grow, which fur 
ther tends to be one of the forces that push greater develop 
ment of hardware. For example, if application programs 
require too much of a given hardware system, the hardware 
system can operate inefficiently, or otherwise be unable to 
process the application program at all. Recent trends in appli 
cation program development, however, have removed many 
of these types of hardware constraints at least in part using 
distributed application programs. 
0004. In general, distributed application programs com 
prise components that are executed over several different 
hardware components. Distributed application programs are 
often large, complex, and diverse in their implementations. 
One can appreciate, that while this ability to combine pro 
cessing power through several different computer systems 
can be an advantage, there are various complexities associ 
ated with distributing application program modules. 
0005 For example, applications can change internal state 
in accordance with the contents of messages received over a 
communication medium. In addition to application state 
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change, the communication medium can also change state 
(e.g., in that it no longer contains the message). Generally, the 
process of receiving a message involves at least two steps: a) 
an application accesses message content and b) the state of the 
communication medium is updated. When these two steps are 
coupled into a single receive function, coordinating the 
respective state changes in the application and the communi 
cation medium can be difficult. 
0006 For example, the delivery of a message alters the 
state of the communication medium in that the message is no 
longer present in the communication medium following 
delivery. The receipt of a message also alters the state of an 
application determined by the particular custom logic of that 
application. The custom logic may require access to the con 
tents of the message being delivered. Thus, processing diffi 
culties (e.g., duplicate and inappropriate processing by com 
peting application consumers) can occur when access to the 
contents of a message is coupled to the state change in the 
communication medium. 
0007. In some environments, the difficulties are partially 
addressed by allowing the application to execute the receive 
function on the communication medium and its own internal 
state change under the same two-phase commit transaction. 
However, under Such circumstance the application is unable 
to use two-phase commit transactions as part of the process of 
deciding on its final state. This would happen, for example, if 
an application was executing multiple processing attempts to 
arrive at the final state. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

0008. The present invention extends to methods, systems, 
and computer program products for coordinating application 
state and communication medium state. In some embodi 
ments, state is coordinated between a communication 
medium and an application in accordance with the state coor 
dination pattern. A dispatcher sends a message request to the 
communication medium. The message request requests a 
next available message from the communication medium on 
behalf of the application. The dispatcher receives a view of 
the content of a message from the communication medium. 
Receiving the content view indicates that the communication 
medium has locked the message for access by the dispatcher. 
0009. The dispatcher offers the content view to the appli 
cation. The application attempts to update application state 
for the application based on the content view. The dispatcher 
observes a signal related to the attempted application state 
update from the application. The dispatcher sends a further 
signal to signal the communication medium how to update 
communication medium state (e.g., to delete or unlock the 
message) on behalf of the application. The further signal is 
based on the observed signal and in accordance with the State 
coordination pattern. 
0010. In other embodiments, when the dispatcher offers a 
content view to an application, it also sends a communication 
proxy to the application. The communication proxy provides 
Sufficient information for the application to communicate 
with the communication medium. The application communi 
cates with the communication proxy to indicate how to update 
communication medium state. 
0011. In further embodiments, an application uses a 
scheduler and shared storage to provide an execution (e.g., 
continuation based) runtime for coordinating state between a 
communication medium and the application in accordance 
with a state coordination pattern. The application provides a 
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plurality of executable activities to the scheduler. The plural 
ity of executable activities include a receive activity and one 
or more state update activities. 
0012. The scheduler schedules the receive activity for 
execution. The receive activity receives a content view of a 
message along with a communication proxy from the dis 
patcher. The message is a message the dispatcher accessed on 
behalf of the application in accordance with the state coordi 
nation pattern. The communication proxy provides sufficient 
information for the application to communicate with the com 
munication medium inaccordance with the state coordination 
pattern. 
0013. A shared storage location is initialized with a 
receive context to communicate with the communication 
medium based on the communication proxy. The shared Stor 
age location is accessible by other activities of the application 
to communicate with the communication medium. One or 
more of the plurality of executable activities is initialized to 
update the application state of the application from the con 
tent view. The initialized executable activities have access to 
the shared storage location with the receive context. 
0014. The scheduler schedules a first state update activity 
for execution, the first state update activity included in the 
plurality of executable activities. The first state update activ 
ity is executed to attempt to update the application state of the 
application. A signal is sent to the receive context. The signal 
indicates how the communication medium state is to be 
updated based on the results of attempting to update the 
application state and in accordance with the state coordina 
tion pattern. The receive context forwards the signal for deliv 
ery to the communication medium. 
0.015. In some of these further embodiments, if the first 
state update activity is not successful in updating application 
state, one or more alternative state update activities are 
executed prior to signaling how the communication state is to 
be updated. 
0016. This summary is provided to introduce a selection of 
concepts in a simplified form that are further described below 
in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended to 
identify key features or essential features of the claimed sub 
ject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determin 
ing the scope of the claimed Subject matter. 
0017 Additional features and advantages of the invention 
will be set forth in the description which follows, and in part 
will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by the 
practice of the invention. The features and advantages of the 
invention may be realized and obtained by means of the 
instruments and combinations particularly pointed out in the 
appended claims. These and other features of the present 
invention will become more fully apparent from the following 
description and appended claims, or may be learned by the 
practice of the invention as set forth hereinafter. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.018. In order to describe the manner in which the above 
recited and other advantages and features of the invention can 
be obtained, a more particular description of the invention 
briefly described above will be rendered by reference to spe 
cific embodiments thereof which are illustrated in the 
appended drawings. Understanding that these drawings 
depict only typical embodiments of the invention and are not 
therefore to be considered to be limiting of its scope, the 
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invention will be described and explained with additional 
specificity and detail through the use of the accompanying 
drawings in which: 
0019 FIG. 1 illustrates an example computer architecture 
that facilitates coordinating application and communication 
medium state. 
0020 FIG. 2 illustrates another example computer archi 
tecture that facilitates coordinating application and commu 
nication medium state. 
0021 FIG. 3 illustrates a further example computer archi 
tecture that facilitates coordinating application and commu 
nication medium state. 
0022 FIG. 4 illustrates a flow chart of an example method 
for coordinating application and communication medium 
State. 

(0023 FIG. 5 illustrates a flow chart of another example 
method for coordinating application and communication 
medium state. 
0024 FIG. 6 illustrates a flow chart of a further example 
method for coordinating application and communication 
medium state. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0025. The present invention extends to methods, systems, 
and computer program products for coordinating application 
state and communication medium state. In some embodi 
ments, state is coordinated between a communication 
medium and an application in accordance with the state coor 
dination pattern. A dispatcher sends a message request to the 
communication medium. The message request requests a 
next available message from the communication medium on 
behalf of the application. The dispatcher receives a view of 
the content of a message from the communication medium. 
Receiving the content view indicates that the communication 
medium has locked the message for access by the dispatcher. 
0026. The dispatcher offers the content view to the appli 
cation. The application attempts to update application state 
for the application based on the content view. The dispatcher 
observes a signal related to the attempted application state 
update from the application. The dispatcher sends a further 
signal to signal the communication medium how to update 
communication medium state (e.g., to delete or unlock the 
message) on behalf of the application. The further signal is 
based on the observed signal and in accordance with the State 
coordination pattern. 
0027. In other embodiments, when the dispatcher offers a 
content view to an application, it also sends a communication 
proxy to the application. The communication proxy provides 
Sufficient information for the application to communicate 
with the communication medium. The application communi 
cates with the communication proxy to indicate how to update 
communication medium state. 
0028. In further embodiments, an application uses a 
scheduler and shared storage to provide an execution (e.g., 
continuation based) runtime for coordinating state between a 
communication medium and the application in accordance 
with a state coordination pattern. The application provides a 
plurality of executable activities to the scheduler. The plural 
ity of executable activities include a receive activity and one 
or more state update activities. 
(0029. The scheduler schedules the receive activity for 
execution. The receive activity receives a content view of a 
message along with a communication proxy from the dis 
patcher. The message is a message the dispatcher accessed on 
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behalf of the application in accordance with the state coordi 
nation pattern. The communication proxy provides sufficient 
information for the application to communicate with the com 
munication medium inaccordance with the state coordination 
pattern. 
0030. A shared storage location is initialized with a 
receive context to communicate with the communication 
medium based on the communication proxy. The shared Stor 
age location is accessible by other activities of the application 
to communicate with the communication medium. One or 
more of the plurality of executable activities is initialized to 
update the application state of the application from the con 
tent view. The initialized executable activities have access to 
the shared storage location with the receive context. 
0031. The scheduler schedules a first state update activity 
for execution, the first state update activity included in the 
plurality of executable activities. The first state update activ 
ity is executed to attempt to update the application state of the 
application. A signal is sent to the receive context. The signal 
indicates how the communication medium state is to be 
updated based on the results of attempting to update the 
application state and in accordance with the state coordina 
tion pattern. The receive context forwards the signal for deliv 
ery to the communication medium. 
0032. In some of these further embodiments, if the first 
state update activity is not successful in updating application 
state, one or more alternative state update activities are 
executed prior to signaling how the communication state is to 
be updated. 
0033 Embodiments of the present invention may com 
prise or utilize a special purpose or general-purpose computer 
including computer hardware. Such as, for example, one or 
more processors and system memory, as discussed in greater 
detail below. Embodiments within the scope of the present 
invention also include physical and other computer-readable 
media for carrying or storing computer-executable instruc 
tions and/or data structures. Such computer-readable media 
can be any available media that can be accessed by a general 
purpose or special purpose computer system. Computer 
readable media that store computer-executable instructions 
are physical storage media. Computer-readable media that 
carry computer-executable instructions are transmission 
media. Thus, by way of example, and not limitation, embodi 
ments of the invention can comprise at least two distinctly 
different kinds of computer-readable media: computer stor 
age media and transmission media. 
0034 Computer storage media includes RAM, ROM, 
EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic 
disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other 
medium which can be used to store desired program code 
means in the form of computer-executable instructions or 
data structures and which can be accessed by a general pur 
pose or special purpose computer. 
0035 A“network” is defined as one or more data links that 
enable the transport of electronic data between computer 
systems and/or modules and/or other electronic devices. 
When information is transferred or provided over a network 
or another communications connection (either hardwired, 
wireless, or a combination of hardwired or wireless) to a 
computer, the computer properly views the connection as a 
transmission medium. Transmissions media can include a 
network and/or data links which can be used to carry or 
desired program code means in the form of computer-execut 
able instructions or data structures and which can be accessed 
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by a general purpose or special purpose computer. Combina 
tions of the above should also be included within the scope of 
computer-readable media. 
0036 Further, upon reaching various computer system 
components, program code means in the form of computer 
executable instructions or data structures can be transferred 
automatically from transmission media to computer storage 
media (or vice versa). For example, computer-executable 
instructions or data structures received over a network or data 
link can be buffered in RAM within a network interface 
module (e.g., a “NIC), and then eventually transferred to 
computer system RAM and/or to less volatile computer stor 
age media at a computer system. Thus, it should be under 
stood that computer storage media can be included in com 
puter system components that also (or even primarily) utilize 
transmission media. 
0037 Computer-executable instructions comprise, for 
example, instructions and data which, when executed at a 
processor, cause a general purpose computer, special purpose 
computer, or special purpose processing device to perform a 
certain function or group of functions. The computer execut 
able instructions may be, for example, binaries, intermediate 
format instructions such as assembly language, or even 
source code. Although the subject matter has been described 
in language specific to structural features and/or method 
ological acts, it is to be understood that the Subject matter 
defined in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to 
the described features or acts described above. Rather, the 
described features and acts are disclosed as example forms of 
implementing the claims. 
0038. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the 
invention may be practiced in network computing environ 
ments with many types of computer system configurations, 
including, personal computers, desktop computers, laptop 
computers, message processors, hand-held devices, multi 
processor Systems, microprocessor-based or programmable 
consumer electronics, network PCs, minicomputers, main 
frame computers, mobile telephones, PDAs, pagers, routers, 
Switches, and the like. The invention may also be practiced in 
distributed system environments where local and remote 
computer systems, which are linked (either by hardwired data 
links, wireless data links, or by a combination of hardwired 
and wireless data links) through a network, both perform 
tasks. In a distributed system environment, program modules 
may be located in both local and remote memory storage 
devices. 
0039 Generally, each of the components depicted in the 
various Figures can be part of computer system. Various 
different computer systems can be connected to one another 
over (or be part of) a network, Such as, for example, a Local 
Area Network (“LAN”), a Wide Area Network (“WAN”), and 
even the Internet. Accordingly, the various computer systems 
as well as any other connected computer systems and their 
components, can create message related data and exchange 
message related data (e.g., Internet Protocol (IP) datagrams 
and other higher layer protocols that utilize IP datagrams, 
such as, Transmission Control Protocol (“TCP), Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (“HTTP"), Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
(“SMTP), etc.) over the network. 
0040 Turning now to FIG.1, FIG. 1 illustrates an example 
computer architecture 100 that facilitates coordinating appli 
cation and communication medium state. As depicted, FIG. 1 
includes communication medium 101, dispatcher 106, and 
application code 103. 
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0041 Communication medium 101 can be virtually any 
type of medium, Such as, for example, a queue System or 
database, that provides messages to applications. Thus, com 
munication medium 101 can carry message flow 102. Mes 
sage flow 102 includes a plurality of messages including 
messages 111, 112, and 113. 
0042 Each of messages 111, 112, and 113 can be an 
envelope that contains message headers and a message body 
with message content. For example, a message object can be 
a SOAP envelope that includes XML instructions in both a 
message header and message body. Messages can be associ 
ated with local message properties. Local message properties 
can indicate temporary message state not necessarily derived 
from transfer of the message. In some embodiments, local 
message properties are associated with messages by being 
attached to the messages. 
0043. The messages of message flow 102 can be sent from 
some other network connectable system or device for deliv 
ery to an application (of which application code 103 is one 
instantiation). Alternately, message flow 102 can be sent from 
another application on the same computer system as the 
application or even between different consumers of the appli 
cation. That is, one consumer of the application can send a 
message to communication medium 101. Subsequently, 
another consumer of the application can receive the message 
from communication medium 101. For example, a message 
can be sent from another instantiation of the application to 
communication medium 101 and Subsequently received at 
application code 103. 
0044 Thus, an application can potentially include a plu 

rality of competing consumers, which compete for messages 
being received at the application. For example, consumers, 
including application code 103, can be configured to process 
purchase orders included in message flow 102. For any num 
ber of reasons, such as, for example, Scalability, the plurality 
of consumers can be physically distributed across a number of 
nodes. Each consumer can have a copy of application code to 
compete for message delivered from communication medium 
101. Thus, there can be several instances of the application 
(e.g., one of which is application code 103) running concur 
rently, competing with each other for messages from commu 
nication medium 101. 
0045. In such an environment, one application or compet 
ing consumer of an application can examine a message at a 
time. Communication medium 101 can lock a message that is 
being examined (by an application or competing consumer of 
an application). For example, communication medium 101 
can lock message 113 for an application or competing con 
Sumer of an application. 
0046 When a message is locked, dispatcher 106, other 
applications, and/or competing consumers see the next mes 
sage in a message flow as the message immediately behind 
the locked message. Communication medium 101 can main 
tain a next message pointer to point to the next available 
message (or message that isn't already being examined) in 
message flow 102. For example, communication medium 101 
can maintain next message pointer 121. Thus, when message 
113 is already being examined (whether it be by dispatcher 
106, another application, or a consumer in competition with 
application code 103), next message pointer 121 points to 
message 112. As such, message 112 may be the next message 
available to dispatcher 106 and/or application code 103. 
0047 Accordingly, applications (e.g., dispatcher 106) are 
permitted to examine (or "peek'at) message 112 while com 
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munication medium 101 maintains a lock on message 113. 
After a state transition, an application can signal communi 
cation medium 101 to delete message 113, if the application 
Successfully accepts message 113. A delete signal completes 
the Successful receipt of a message at an application. Alter 
nately, an application can also signal communication medium 
101 to release the lock of (i.e., unlock) message 113, if the 
application cannot accept the message 113. An unlock com 
pletes an unsuccessful receipt of a message. 
0048 When an application consumes a message, a state 
change to both communication medium 101 and the applica 
tion occurs. Accordingly, communication medium 101 can 
Support a state coordination pattern. In some embodiments, 
communication medium 101 Supports a peek lock state coor 
dination pattern that includes: a) an application (e.g., dis 
patcher 106) accessing a view of message contents (i.e., a 
"peek) and b) locking the message until the application 
signals how the message is to be handled (e.g., deleted or 
unlocked) 
0049. In some embodiments, application code 103 does 
not natively support communication state updates in accor 
dance with and/or is unaware of the (e.g., peek lock) state 
coordination pattern of communication medium 101. 
Accordingly, dispatcher 106 interfaces with communication 
medium 101 and acts on behalf of application code 103 to 
participate in the state coordination pattern with communica 
tion medium 101. As such, dispatcher 106 can be configured 
to participate in a peek lock coordination pattern that provides 
application code 103 with a view of message contents (a 
"peek) and locks messages during the time the application is 
viewing the contents of the message. 
0050 Although application code 103 does not necessarily 
use the peek lock coordination pattern, application code 103 
can Support Some basic messaging operations, such as, for 
example, indicating Successful receipt of a message, indicat 
ing unsuccessful receipt of a message, indicating a Success 
fully update to application state, and indicating an unsuccess 
ful update to application state. Dispatcher 106 can observe 
signals related to these basic messaging operations. From 
these observed signals, dispatcher 106 can update the state of 
communication medium 101 in accordance with the peek 
lock (or other state) coordination pattern. 
0051 FIG. 4 illustrates a flow chart of an example method 
400 for coordinating application and communication 
medium state. Method 400 will be described with respect to 
the components and data of computer architecture 100. 
0.052 Method 400 includes an act of the dispatcher send 
ing a message request to the communication medium, the 
message request requesting a next available message from the 
communication medium on behalf of the application (act 
401). For example, dispatcher 106 can send request 161 to 
communication medium 101. Request 161 can request the 
next available message from communication medium 101 on 
behalf of application code 103. 
0053 Method 400 includes an act of the dispatcher receiv 
ing a view of the content of a message from the communica 
tion medium, receiving the content view indicative of the 
communication medium having locked the message for 
access by the dispatcher (act 402). For example, dispatcher 
106 can receive content view 112A. Content view 112A can 
be a view of (or peekat) the contents of message 112. Receiv 
ing content view 112A, indicates to dispatcher 106 that com 
munication medium 101 has locked message 112 for access 
by dispatcher 106. 
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0054 Method 400 includes an act of the dispatcher offer 
ing the content view to the application (act 403). For example, 
dispatcher 106 can offer content view 112A to application 
code 103. Method 400 includes an act of the application 
attempting to update application state for the application 
based on the content view (act 404). For example, application 
code 103 can attempt to update application state based on 
content view 112A. 
0055 Method 400 includes an act of the dispatcher 
observing a signal related to the attempted application state 
update from the application (act 405). For example, dis 
patcher 106 can observe signal 162 related to the state update 
attempted by application code 103. Signal 162 can indicate, 
for example, whether application code 103 did or did not 
Successfully update application state based on content view 
112A. When application code 103 is aware of the state coor 
dination pattern, dispatcher 106 can observe signal 162 sub 
sequent to offering content view 112A to application code 
103. 

0056 Method 400 includes an act of the dispatcher send 
ing a further signal to signal the communication medium how 
to update communication medium state on behalf of the 
application, the further signal based on the observed signal 
and in accordance with the state coordination pattern (act 
406). For example, dispatcher 106 can send signal 163 to 
communication medium 101. Signal 163 indicates how to 
update the state of communication medium 101 on behalf of 
application code 103. Signal 163 can be based on signal 162 
and in accordance with a peek lock (or other state) coordina 
tion pattern used by communication medium 101. For 
example, if signal 162 indicates that the State update was 
Successful, signal 163 can indicate that message 112 is to be 
deleted from communication medium 101. On the other hand, 
if signal 162 indicates that the state update was unsuccessful, 
signal 163 can indicate that message 112 is to be unlocked at 
communication medium 101 (and is thus again accessible to 
applications). In any case, next message pointer 121 can be 
appropriately updated. 
0057. In other embodiments, application code is aware of 
and Supports the (e.g., peek lock) state coordination pattern of 
a communication medium. In these other embodiments, a 
dispatcher interfaces with the communication medium to 
access a message on behalf of application code. Subse 
quently, the application code signals how communication 
state is to be updated. 
0058 Turning to FIG. 2, FIG. 2 illustrates another com 
puter architecture 200 that facilitates coordinating applica 
tion and communication medium state. As depicted, com 
puter architecture 200 includes communication medium 201, 
dispatcher 206, and application code 203. Communication 
medium 201 can be virtually any type of medium, such as, for 
example, a queue System or database, that provides messages 
to applications. Thus, communication medium 201 can carry 
message flow 202. Message flow 202 includes a plurality of 
messages including messages 211, 212, and 213. Message 
pointer 221 can point to the next available message (or mes 
sage that isn't already being examined) in message flow 202. 
0059 Application code 203 is aware of and supports the 
(e.g., peek lock) state coordination pattern of communication 
medium 201. Dispatcher 206 can interface with communica 
tion medium 201 to access a message on behalf of application 
code 203. For example, dispatcher 206 can be configured to 
participate in a peek lock coordination pattern with commu 
nication medium 201. The peek lock coordination pattern 
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provides application code 203 with a view of message con 
tents (a "peek) and locks messages during the time applica 
tion code 203 is viewing the contents of the message. Subse 
quently, application code 203 can send a signal to 
communication medium 201 indicating how the State of com 
munication medium 201 is to be updated. For example, appli 
cation code 203 can be configured to participate in the peek 
lock coordination pattern with communication medium 201 
to indicate whether a message is to be deleted from or 
unlocked at communication medium 201. 
0060 FIG. 5 illustrates a flow chart of an example method 
500 for coordinating application and communication 
medium state. Method 500 will be described with respect to 
the components and data of computer architecture 200. 
0061 Method 500 includes an act of the dispatcher send 
ing a message request to the communication medium, the 
message request requesting a next available message from the 
communication medium on behalf of the application (act 
501). For example, dispatcher 206 can send request 261 to 
communication medium 201. Request 261 can be a request 
for the next available message from communication medium 
201 on behalf of application code 203. 
0062 Method 500 includes an act of the dispatcher receiv 
ing a view of the content of a message from the communica 
tion medium, receiving the content view indicative of the 
communication medium having locked the message for 
access by the dispatcher in accordance with the state coordi 
nation pattern (act 502). For example, dispatcher 206 can 
receive content view 213A. Content view 213A can be a view 
of (or peekat) the contents of message 213. Receiving content 
view 213A, indicates to dispatcher 206 that communication 
medium 201 has locked message 213 for access by dispatcher 
206. 

0063 Method 500 includes an act of the dispatcher offer 
ing the content view along with a communication proxy to the 
application, the communication proxy providing Sufficient 
information for the application to communicate with the com 
munication medium inaccordance with the state coordination 
pattern (act 503). For example, dispatcher 206 can offer con 
tent view 213A and communication proxy 266 to application 
code 203. Communication proxy 266 provides sufficient 
information for application code 203 to communicate with 
communication medium 201 in accordance with the state 
(e.g., peek lock) coordination pattern. Dispatcher 206 can 
access and/or formulate communication proxy 266 based on 
information dispatcher 206 knows about (or receives from) 
communication medium 201. 
0064 Method 500 includes an act of the application 
attempting to update application state for the application 
based on the content view (act 504). For example, application 
code 203 can attempt to update application state based on 
content view 213A. Method 500 includes an act of the appli 
cation communicating the results of the attempted application 
state update to the communication proxy (act 505). For 
example, application code 203 can communicate signal 263 
(e.g., to or observed by communication proxy 266) to indicate 
whether application code 203 did or did not successfully 
update application state based on content view 213A. 
0065 Method 500 includes an act of the communication 
proxy signaling the communication medium with an intended 
update to the communication medium state based on the 
result of the attempted application state update, the intended 
update to the communication state selected from among 
deleting the message from the communication medium and 
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unlocking the message at the communication medium (act 
506). For example, communication proxy 266 can signal 
communication medium 201 with an intended update based 
on the results of application code 203 attempting to update 
application state. The intended update can indicate whetherto 
delete message 213 from or unlock message 213 at commu 
nication medium 201. 

0066. The intended update can be based on signal 263 and 
in accordance with a peek lock (or other state) coordination 
pattern used by communication medium 201. For example, if 
signal 263 indicates that the State update was successful, the 
update can indicate that message 213 is to be deleted from 
communication medium 201. On the other hand, if signal 263 
indicates that the state update was unsuccessful, the update 
can indicate that message 213 is to be unlocked at communi 
cation medium 201 (and is thus again accessible to applica 
tions). In any case, next message pointer 221 can be appro 
priately updated. 
0067. In further embodiments, coordination of application 
and communication medium state is facilitated with an execu 
tion (e.g., continuation based) runtime. A scheduler and 
shared storage provide an execution runtime for an applica 
tion, including alternative paths of execution for processing 
messages. The application can be aware of and Support the 
(e.g., peek lock) state coordination pattern of a communica 
tion medium. In these further embodiments, a dispatcher 
interfaces with the communication medium to access a mes 
sage on behalf of application code. Subsequently, the appli 
cation code signals how communication state is to be 
updated. 
0068 Turning to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 illustrates another com 
puter architecture 300 that facilitates coordinating applica 
tion and communication medium state. As depicted, com 
puter architecture 300 includes communication medium301, 
dispatcher 306, and application 303. Communication 
medium301 can be virtually any type of medium, such as, for 
example, a queue System or database, that provides messages 
to applications. Thus, communication medium 301 can carry 
message flow 302. Message flow 302 includes a plurality of 
messages including messages 312 and 213. Message pointer 
321 can point to the next available message (or message that 
isn't already being examined) in message flow 302. 
0069. Application 303 is aware of and supports the (e.g., 
peek lock) state coordination pattern of communication 
medium 301. Dispatcher 306 can interface with communica 
tion medium 301 to access a message on behalf of application 
303. For example, dispatcher 306 can be configured to par 
ticipate in a peek lock coordination pattern with communica 
tion medium 301. The peek lock coordination pattern pro 
vides application 303 with a view of message contents (a 
"peek”) and locks messages during the time application 303 
is viewing the contents of the message. Subsequently, appli 
cation 303 can send a signal to communication medium 301 
indicating how the state of communication medium 301 is to 
be updated. For example, application 303 can be configured 
to participate in the peek lock coordination pattern with com 
munication medium 301 to indicate whether a message is to 
be deleted from or unlocked at communication medium 301. 

0070 Scheduler 376 can schedule activities (e.g., activi 
ties in activities 377) for execution. The scheduled activities 
can be used to attempt to update application state for appli 
cation 303. Alternate activities can be used to attempt to 
update application state. For example, ifa first activity fails to 
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appropriately update application state, a second alternative 
activity can then be executed to attempt to update application 
State. 

0071. The follow Extensible Application Markup Lan 
guage (XAML') code sample depicts an example of a 
sequence of activities that includes alternative activities: 

<Sequences 
<Sequence.Variables> 

<ReceiveContext x:Name="rc> 
</Sequence.Variables> 
<ReceiveMessage ReceiveContext="rcl/> 
<TryCatch-> 

<TransactionScopes 
<Sequences 

<UpdateState f> 
<DeleteMessage ReceiveContext="rclf> 

</Sequences 
< TransactionScopes 
<TryCatch. Catch-> 
<TransactionScopes 

<Sequences 
<AlternativeUpdate/> 
<DeleteMessage ReceiveContext="rclf> 

</Sequences 
< TransactionScopes 

</TryCatch. Catch-> 
</TryCatch-> 

</Sequences 

0072. With the XAML code sample, a sequence activity 
contains a ReceiveMessage and a TryCatch activity. The 
Sequence activity contains the declaration of a ReceiveCon 
text named “rcl” as one of its variables. This is the commu 
nication medium proxy. The dispatcher delivers a message to 
the ReceiveMessage activity. The TryCatch activity executes 
its Try block and if an error occurs, it will execute its Catch 
block. The TransactionScope activity provides an ambient 
transaction for the contained activities. The DeleteMessage 
activity triggers the delivery of the delete signal. 
0073. When this program executes, the ReceiveMessage 
registers a continuation that can be resumed by the dispatcher. 
When the dispatcher delivers the message augmented with 
the communication medium proxy, the proxy is stored into 
the ReceiveContext “rcl”. When the Try block of the Try 
Catch activity executes, the UpdateState activity executes 
under a transaction provided by the TransactionScope activ 
ity. If the UpdateState activity encounters an error, the trans 
action is rolled back and the Catch block of the TryCatch 
activity executes. A new transaction is provided and the Alter 
nativeUpate activity is executed. This is followed by the Dele 
teMessage activity which will deliver the delete signal to the 
communication medium through the bound ReceiveContext 
“rcl” under the second transaction. 

0074 Similar mechanisms can also be used in disparate 
control flow activities such as Flowchart, State Machine, etc. 
0075. Further, these activities can be packaged into higher 
level patterns for coordinating state in a continuation base 
runtime application with a communication medium that Sup 
ports the peek lock mechanism. One example could be a 
ReceivecontextScope activity that delivers the delete signal 
upon Successful completion. Another could be a ReceiveCon 
textTryCatch that allows the user to model alternative updates 
to application State in a manner similar to structured error 
handling. 
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0076 FIG. 6 illustrates a flow chart of a method 600 for 
coordinating application and communication medium state. 
Method 600 will be described with respect to the components 
and data of computer architecture 300. 
0077 Method 600 includes an act of the application pro 
viding to the scheduler a plurality of executable activities, the 
plurality of executable activities including a receive activity 
and one or more state update activities (act 601). For example, 
application 303 can provide activities 377 to scheduler 376. 
Activities 377 include a receive activity and one or more state 
update activities. Method 600 includes an act of the scheduler 
scheduling the receive activity for execution (act 602). For 
example, scheduler 376 can schedule receive activity 372 for 
execution. 
0078 Method 600 includes an act of receiving a content 
view of a message along with a communication proxy at the 
receive activity, the content view and communication proxy 
received from the dispatcher, the message being a message 
the dispatcher accessed on behalf of the application in accor 
dance with the state coordination pattern, the communication 
proxy providing sufficient information for the application to 
communicate with the communication medium in accor 
dance with the state coordination pattern (act 603). For 
example, dispatcher 306 can send request 361 to communi 
cation medium 301. Request361 can be a request for the next 
available message from communication medium 301 on 
behalf of application 303. In response to request 361, dis 
patcher 306 can receive content view 313A. Content view 
313A can be view of (or peekat) the contents of message 313. 
Receiving content view 313A, indicates to dispatcher 306 
that communication medium 301 has locked message 313 for 
access by dispatcher 306. 
0079 Dispatcher 306 can then offer content view 313A 
and communication proxy 366 to application 303. Commu 
nication proxy 366 provides sufficient information for appli 
cation 303 to communicate with communication medium301 
in accordance with the state (e.g., peek lock) coordination 
pattern. Dispatcher 306 can access and/or formulate commu 
nication proxy 366 based on information dispatcher 306 
knows about (or receives from) communication medium301. 
Receive activity 372 can receive content view 313A and 
communication proxy 366 from dispatcher 306. 
0080 Method 600 includes an act of initializing a shared 
storage location with a receive context to communicate with 
the communication medium based on the communication 
proxy, the shared storage location accessible by other activi 
ties of the application to communicate with the communica 
tion medium (act 604). For example, receive activity 372 can 
initialize a shared storage location with receive context 371 to 
communicate with communication medium 301 based on 
communication proxy 366. The shared storage location is 
accessible to other activities of application 303 to communi 
cate with communication medium 301. Receive activity 372 
can also place content 313A in shared storage for access by 
other activities of application 303. 
0081 Method 600 includes an act of initializing one or 
more of the plurality of executable activities configured to 
update the application state of the application from the con 
tent view, the initialized executable activities having access to 
the shared storage location with the receive context (act 605). 
For example, application 303 can initialize state update activ 
ity 373 and alternate state update activity 374. Both of state 
update activity 373 and alternate state update activity 374 can 
be configured to update the application state of application 
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303 from content view 313A. Both of state update activity 
373 and alternate state update activity 374 also have access to 
the shared storage location with receive context 371 and 
shared storage storing content view 313A. 
0082 Method 600 includes an act of the scheduler sched 
uling a first state update activity for execution, the first state 
update activity included in the plurality of executable activi 
ties (act 606). For example, scheduler 376 can schedule state 
update activity 373 for execution. Method 600 includes an act 
ofattempting to update the application state of the application 
from the content view through execution of the first state 
update activity (act 607). For example, state update activity 
373 can be executed to attempt to update application state for 
application 303 from content view 313A. State update activ 
ity 373 can access content view 313A from shared storage. 
I0083 Method 600 includes an act of sending a signal to the 
receive context, the signal indicating how the communication 
medium state is to be updated based on the results of attempt 
ing to update the application state and in accordance with the 
state coordination pattern (act 608). For example, if state 
update activity 373 successfully updates the application state 
of application 303, state update activity 373 can send signal 
381 to receive context 371. Signal 381 can indicate a success 
ful state update such that message 313 is to be deleted from 
communication medium 301. 
0084 Scheduler 376 can also schedule alternate state 
update activity 374 for execution. For example, if state update 
activity 373 fails to successfully update the application state 
of application 303, alternate state update activity 374 can be 
executed to attempt to update application state for application 
303 from content view 313A. Alternate state update activity 
374 can access content view 313A from shared storage. 
I0085. If alternate state update activity 374 successfully 
updates the application state of application 303, state update 
activity 374 can send signal 382 to receive context 371. Signal 
382 can indicate a successful state update Such that message 
313 is to be deleted from communication medium 301. 
I0086. If alternate state update activity 374 also fails to 
successfully update the application state of application 303, 
further alternate state update activities can be scheduled for 
execution. These alternate state update activities can also 
access content view 313A from shared storage. If no state 
update activity can Successfully update the application state 
of application 303, a signal indicating that message 313 is to 
be unlocked can be sent to receive context 371. 
0087 Method 600 includes an act of the receive context 
forwarding the signal for delivery to the communication 
medium (act 609). For example, receive context 371 can 
forward signal 381, 382, etc. or a signal indicating message 
313 is to be unlocked, to communication medium 301. The 
forwarded signal indicates how to update the state of com 
munication medium 301 on behalf of application 303. The 
forwarded signal can be based on signal 381,382, etc. or on a 
signal to unlock message 313, and in accordance with a peek 
lock (or other state) coordination pattern used by communi 
cation medium 301. For example, if signal 381 indicates that 
the state update was successful, the forwarded signal can 
indicate that message 313 is to be deleted from communica 
tion medium 301. On the other hand, when a signal indicates 
that the state update was unsuccessful, the forwarded signal 
can indicate that message 313 is to be unlocked at communi 
cation medium 301 (and is thus again accessible to applica 
tions). In any case, next message pointer 321 can be appro 
priately updated. 
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0088 As previously described to some extent, various 
embodiments of the invention include one or more compo 
nents participating in transactions to update communication 
state. For example, an application and a communication 
medium can participate in a transaction that delivers content 
view to the application and signals the communication 
medium to update communication medium state. More spe 
cifically at an application, a communication proxy can par 
ticipate in a transaction that delivers a content view to the 
application and signals the communication medium to update 
communication medium state. From time to time, transac 
tions can subsequently be rolled back. When a transaction is 
rolled back, the application can send another signal through 
the communication proxy to the communication medium, 
possibly using a different transaction. 
0089. Accordingly, embodiments of the invention provide 
mechanisms by which a dispatcher can enable application 
code to coordinate changes in application state with the con 
Sumption of messages from a communication medium. The 
coordination can be automatic where the dispatcher performs 
the coordination, or manual, where the coordination is per 
formed more expressly by application code. Embodiments 
also include mechanisms by which applications targeting an 
execution (e.g., continuation based) runtime may compose 
alternative state transitions in the application with the peek 
lock protocol. 
0090 The present invention may be embodied in other 
specific forms without departing from its spirit or essential 
characteristics. The described embodiments are to be consid 
ered in all respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. The 
scope of the invention is, therefore, indicated by the appended 
claims rather than by the foregoing description. All changes 
which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of 
the claims are to be embraced within their scope. 

What is claimed: 
1. At a computer system including one or more processors 

and system memory, the computer system also including a 
communication medium, a dispatcher, and an application, the 
dispatcher and the communication medium Supporting a state 
coordination pattern to coordinate state transitions between 
the communication medium and any accessible applications, 
a method for coordinating State between the communication 
medium and the application in accordance with the State 
coordination pattern, the method comprising: 

an act of the dispatcher sending a message request to the 
communication medium, the message request request 
ing a next available message from the communication 
medium on behalf of the application; 

an act of the dispatcher receiving a view of the content of a 
message from the communication medium, receiving 
the content view indicative of the communication 
medium having locked the message for access by the 
dispatcher; 

an act of the dispatcher offering the content view to the 
application; 

an act of the application attempting to update application 
state for the application based on the content view: 

an act of the dispatcher observing a signal related to the 
attempted application state update from the application; 
and 

an act of the dispatcher sending a further signal to signal the 
communication medium how to update communication 
medium state on behalf of the application, the further 
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signal based on the observed signal and in accordance 
with the state coordination pattern. 

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the application 
is not aware of the Supported State coordination pattern, and 
wherein the act of the dispatcher sending a further signal 
comprises an act of the dispatcher signaling the communica 
tion medium to delete the message. 

3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the application 
is not aware of the Supported State coordination pattern, and 
wherein the act of the dispatcher offering the content view to 
the application and the act of the dispatcher sending a further 
signal comprise an act of the application and communication 
medium participating in a transaction that delivers the content 
view to the application and signals the communication 
medium to delete the message. 

4. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the application 
is aware of the Supported State coordination pattern, and 
wherein the act of the dispatcher sending a further signal 
comprises an act of the dispatcher sending a further signal to 
the communication medium indicating how to update com 
munication medium state Subsequent to offering the content 
view to the application; and 

wherein the act of the dispatcher sending a further signal to 
the communication medium indicating how to update 
communication medium state Subsequent to offering the 
content view to the application comprises an act of the 
dispatcher signaling the communication medium how to 
update communication medium state based on the 
results of an attempt to update application state based on 
the content view. 

5. The method as recited in claim 4, wherein the act of the 
dispatcher offering the content view to the application and the 
act of the dispatcher sending a further signal comprise an act 
of the application and communication medium participating 
in a transaction that delivers the content view to the applica 
tion and signals the communication medium to update com 
munication medium state. 

6. The method as recited in claim 4, wherein an act of the 
dispatcher signaling the communication medium how to 
update communication medium state based on the results of 
an attempt to update application state based on the content 
view comprises an act of the dispatcher signaling the com 
munication medium to delete the message in response to the 
dispatcher observing that the application Successfully 
received the content view. 

7. The method as recited in claim 4, wherein an act of the 
dispatcher signaling the communication medium how to 
update communication medium state based on the results of 
an attempt to update application state based on the content 
view comprises an act of the dispatcher signaling the com 
munication medium to unlock the message in response to the 
dispatcher observing that the application did not successfully 
receive the content view, unlocking the message making the 
message available to the other Software components. 

8. At a computer system including one or more processors 
and system memory, the computer system also including a 
communication medium, a dispatcher, and an application, the 
dispatcher, the application, and the communication medium 
Supporting a state coordination pattern to coordinate state 
transitions between the communication medium and the 
applications, a method for coordinating State between the 
communication medium and the application in accordance 
with the state coordination pattern, the method comprising: 
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an act of the dispatcher sending a message request to the 
communication medium, the message request request 
ing a next available message from the communication 
medium on behalf of the application; 

an act of the dispatcher receiving a view of the content of a 
message from the communication medium, receiving 
the content view indicative of the communication 
medium having locked the message for access by the 
dispatcher in accordance with the state coordination pat 
tern; 

an act of the dispatcher offering the content view along 
with a communication proxy to the application, the com 
munication proxy providing sufficient information for 
the application to communicate with the communication 
medium in accordance with the state coordination pat 
tern; 

an act of the application attempting to update application 
state for the application based on the content view: 

an act of the application communicating the results of the 
attempted application state update to the communica 
tion proxy; and 

an act of the communication proxy signaling the commu 
nication medium with an intended update to the com 
munication medium state based on the result of the 
attempted application state update, the intended update 
to the communication state selected from among delet 
ing the message from the communication medium and 
unlocking the message at the communication medium. 

9. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein the act of the 
dispatcher offering the content view along with a communi 
cation proxy to the application and the act of the application 
sending a signal through the communication proxy to the 
communication medium comprise an act of the application 
and communication medium participating in a transaction 
that delivers the content view to the application and signals 
the communication medium to update communication 
medium state. 

10. The method as recited in claim 9, further comprising: 
an act of the communication proxy participating in the 

transaction that delivers the content view to the applica 
tion and signals the communication medium to update 
communication medium state; 

an act of the transaction Subsequently being rolled back; 
and 

an act of the application sending another signal through the 
communication proxy to the communication medium, 
possibly using a different transaction. 

11. The method as recited in claim8, wherein the act of the 
application communicating the results of the attempted appli 
cation state update to the communication proxy comprises an 
act of communicating an indication that the application Suc 
cessfully received the content view of the message; and 

wherein the act of the communication proxy signaling the 
communication medium with an intended update to the 
communication medium state comprises an act of send 
ing a signal to the communication medium indicating 
that the communication medium is to delete the mes 
Sage. 

12. At a computer system including one or more processors 
and system memory, the computer system also including a 
communication medium, a dispatcher, and an application, the 
dispatcher, the application, and the communication medium 
Supporting a state coordination pattern to coordinate state 
transitions between the communication medium and the 
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applications, the application using a scheduler and shared 
storage to provide an execution runtime, a method for coor 
dinating state between the communication medium and the 
application in accordance with the state coordination pattern, 
the method comprising: 

an act of the application providing to the scheduler a plu 
rality of executable activities, the plurality of executable 
activities including a receive activity and one or more 
state update activities; 

an act of the scheduler scheduling the receive activity for 
execution; 

an act of receiving a content view of a message along with 
a communication proxy at the receive activity, the con 
tent view and communication proxy received from the 
dispatcher, the message being a message the dispatcher 
accessed on behalf of the application in accordance with 
the state coordination pattern, the communication proxy 
providing Sufficient information for the application to 
communicate with the communication medium in 
accordance with the state coordination pattern; 

an act of initializing a shared storage location with a 
receive context to communicate with the communica 
tion medium based on the communication proxy, the 
shared storage location accessible by other activities of 
the application to communicate with the communication 
medium; 

an act of initializing one or more of the plurality of execut 
able activities configured to update the application state 
of the application from the content view, the initialized 
executable activities having access to the shared storage 
location with the receive context; 

an act of the scheduler scheduling a first state update activ 
ity for execution, the first state update activity included 
in the plurality of executable activities; 

an act of attempting to update the application state of the 
application from the content view through execution of 
the first state update activity; 

an act of sending a signal to the receive context, the signal 
indicating how the communication medium state is to be 
updated based on the results of attempting to update the 
application state and in accordance with the state coor 
dination pattern; and 

an act of the receive context forwarding the signal for 
delivery to the communication medium. 

13. The method as recited in claim 12, further comprising 
an act of detecting that the first state update activity Success 
fully updated the application state from the content view. 

14. The method as recited in claim 13, wherein the act of 
sending a signal to the receive context comprises an act of the 
first update state activity sending a signal to delete the mes 
sage from the communication medium. 

15. The method as recited in claim 12, further comprising: 
an act of detecting that the first state update activity failed 

to Successfully update the application state from the 
content view; and 

an act of executing an alternate State update activity to 
attempt to update the application state from the content 
view in response to detecting the failure of the first state 
update activity to update the application state, the alter 
nate state update activity included in the plurality of 
executable activities. 

16. The method as recited in claim 15, further comprising 
an act of detecting that the alternate state update state activity 
Successfully updated the application state; and 
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wherein the act of sending a signal to the receive context 
comprises an act of the alternate update state activity 
sending a signal to delete the message from the commu 
nication medium. 

17. The method as recited in claim 15, further comprising 
an act of detecting that the alternate State update activity 
failed to Successfully update the application state. 

18. The method as recited in claim 17, wherein the act of 
sending a signal to the receive context comprises an act of 
sending a signal to unlock the message at the communication 
medium. 

19. The method as recited in claim 12, wherein the act of 
receiving a content view of a message along with a commu 
nication proxy and forwarding the signal for delivery to the 
communication medium comprise an act of the application 
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and the communication medium participating in a transaction 
that delivers the content view to the application and signals 
the communication medium to update communication state 
in accordance with the state coordination pattern. 

20. The method as recited in claim 19, further comprising: 
an act of the receive context participating in the transaction 

that delivers the content view to the application and 
signals the communication medium to update commu 
nication medium state; 

an act of the transaction Subsequently being rolled back; 
and 

an act of the application sending another signal to the 
receive context, possibly using a different transaction. 
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